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Abstract

Context Just as the timing of the vegetative growing

season affects a host of ecological processes, the

seasonality of floral availability impacts ecological

processes from nectar availability and allergen pro-

duction to competition for pollinator attention. How-

ever, no existing methodology is capable of evaluating

multi-species bloom phenology in a standardized

fashion across multiple ecosystems or compositionally

distinct local flora. Thus, the manner in which the

onset of the bloom season (during which the majority

of species flower) differs along climate gradients and

among distinct local flora remains largely unknown.

Objectives This study evaluates differences in the

timing of the bloom season throughout the western

United States, and the relationship of the bloom season

to the vegetative growing season and to local climate

conditions.

Methods This study estimated the season during

which all but the earliest and latest 5 % of local

species flower (the bloom season) using digital

herbarium records. Bloom season timing was com-

pared to land surface phenology, SI-x phenoclimate

metrics, and PRISM climate normals.

Results Local differences in mean temperature of the

coldest month explained 76 % of observed variation in

bloom season onset. Variation in land surface phenol-

ogy explained 50 % of observed variation, while SI-x

Bloom estimates explained 64 % of observed varia-

tion in bloom season onset.

Conclusions These results confirm that bloom sea-

son phenology is distinct from the vegetative growing

season, and that local temperature is a good predictor

of bloom season onset. This work represents a new

modality for studying multi-taxa flowering phenology

at landscape and regional scales.

Keywords Phenology � Climate � Herbarium
records � Flowering � Land surface phenology

Introduction

Understanding the timing of plant reproductive phe-

nology at local to regional scales is an issue of critical

importance to ecologists, conservationists, and land

managers as we struggle to understand the impacts of

climate changes on the biosphere. Changes in the

timing of the start and end of the vegetative growing

season (as measured using land surface phenology) are

known to impact atmospheric carbon flux (White et al.

1999; Vitasse et al. 2008; Peñuelas 2009; Richardson

et al. 2009) and food availability for herbivorous

species (Pettorelli et al. 2005; Graaf et al. 2006;

Bischof et al. 2012) as well as a range of processes in
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the lower atmosphere (Schwartz 1992, 1996; Liu et al.

2006; Notaru et al. 2006; Hanes 2012). Similarly,

differences in the timing and duration of the local

bloom season (the portion of the year during which the

vast majority of species flower) can impact processes

ranging from pollinator activity and success (Hegland

et al. 2009; Thompson 2010; Rafferty and Ives 2011)

to the availability of nectar and fruit resources to

herbivores (Memmott et al. 2007), and even the

presence of various pollens in the atmosphere (Tng

et al. 2010; Jochner et al. 2012). Thus, just as land

surface phenology fills a critical role in the study of

changes in vegetative phenology at landscape and

regional scales, measurements of bloom season onset

and termination would provide a powerful new tool for

evaluating changes in landscape to regional reproduc-

tive phenology across multiple ecosystems or across

local flora composed of radically different taxa.

Unfortunately, the development of metrics that are

capable of estimating the timing of the bloom season at

landscape or regional scales has thus far been stymied

by a lack of suitably diverse, spatially extensive data. In

contrast to satellite-based records that allow observa-

tion of vegetative phenology at landscape and regional

scales, flowering phenology can typically be evaluated

only through direct manual observation. As a result of

the high amount of labor required for observation of

flowering phenology and the requirement to physically

travel to each observation site, most long-term pheno-

logical records that evaluate reproductive phenology

have either focused on a specific subset of focal taxa

(Lieth and Radford 1971; Inouye and McGuire 1991;

Vasseur et al. 2001; Zhao and Schwartz 2003; Lavoie

and Lachance 2006; Thompson 2010) or are sited at

local scales that limit their applicability for analyzing

regional patterns of variation (Funderburk and Skeen

1976; Abu-Asab et al. 2001).

Phenoclimate metrics such as the extended Spring

Index (SI-x) do produce standardized metrics of bloom

phenology from daily temperature data through a

combination of conventional heat accumulation and

the of synoptic ‘capstone’ periods of high heat accu-

mulation that precede phenological activation

(Schwartz and Marotz 1988; Schwartz 1997; Schwartz

et al. 2013). However, these metrics are based purely on

analysis of local temperature, and althoughdeveloped in

concert with ground-based phenological observation of

honeysuckle and lilac phenology (Schwartz 1994), do

not directly incorporate phenological data. Further,

while these models have been successful at evaluating

interannual variation within multiple species of spring-

flowering shrubs and trees (Schwartz et al. 2013), it is

not clear that such metrics reflect the flowering phenol-

ogy of the earliest species at each location. Species that

represent the earliest and latest portions of the bloom

display often differ among locations, and a species that

represents the earliest-flowering species in one location

may flower only after multiple other species have begun

to bloom at another locations. Thus, the relationship of

timing of the start of the bloom season to local climate

cues across compositionally distinct plant communities

may be quite different from that of any individual

species (Craine et al. 2012; Park 2014).

The relationship of land surface phenology to the

onset and termination of local bloom displays are also

largely unknown. While leaf development does coin-

cide with flowering among some species (Karlsen

et al. 2009), flowering in many species may begin well

before (Lieth and Radford 1971; Heinrich 1976) or

after (Funderburk and Skeen 1976; Wolfe et al. 2005)

leaf-out. Additionally, poorly timed reproductive

phenology has been strongly implicated in the range

limitation of many plant species (Chuine and Beau-

bien 2001; Morin et al. 2007; Chuine 2010) and may

result in a near-total loss of reproductive success

(Cannell and Smith 1986; Inouye and McGuire 1991;

Inouye 2008; Thompson 2010). Therefore, species

that inhabit regions characterized by distinct local

climates, or by differing levels of floral competition,

degrees of herbivory, or frost risk may adopt different

phenological strategies as regards vegetative and

reproductive phenology (Diggle 1999; Castro-Diez

et al. 2003; Singer and Parmesan 2010).

This study presents new methods that utilize digital

herbarium records to (1) assess variation in the onset

and termination of the bloom display in response to

differences in mean temperature of the coldest months

throughout the western United States, and (2) to

evaluate the relationship of bloom season onset and

termination to existing measures of land surface

phenology, SI-x estimates of spring bloom timing,

and spatial variations in local climate. Specifically,

this work will address the following questions:

1. Do either the bloom season’s onset or termination

or both change at different rates than the vegeta-

tive growing season in response to differences in

local climate?
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2. Can variation in the timing of the bloom season

among local flora be inferred from differences in

mean temperature of the coldest month?

3. Does the onset of the bloom season across local

flora that inhabit regions with differing local

climates change at the same rate as the bloom

phenology of individual species that persist across

the same locations (as estimated by SI-x bloom

estimates)?

Methods

Herbarium data

Records of flowering phenology used in this study

were drawn from the digital archives of forty-nine

different herbaria located throughout North America

(see acknowledgements for complete listing). These

records included samples of trees, shrubs, and herba-

ceous species collected between the years 1890 and

2014, and included over 5 million discrete observa-

tions. However, not all samples documented the date

of collection, the latitude and longitude of the location

from which the sample was collected, or the pheno-

logical status of the specimen, and some specimens

were collected while the plant was not in flower. Thus,

all specimens that were not collected in flower or that

failed to document the precise coordinates of the

collection were excluded from further analysis. After

all unusable data were eliminated, the remaining

record included 88,531 samples over a total of 17,962

species. Although data was present among 2397

counties and all 50 states, the vast majority of records

were distributed throughout the western United States.

Sample collection date

As the date of collection was not always recorded in a

standard format, the date of collection for each sample

was converted into a single day of year (DOY) value

from 1 (January 1st) to 366 (December 31st on leap

years). To avoid erroneous estimates of mean flowering

time among species for which the flowering periodmay

extend across both December and January, the DOY

value of each specimen was be rescaled into an azimuth

(A), using the formula DOY = A*365/360, or

DOY = A*366/360 in the case of leap years, and the

coordinates of the endpoint of a vector with that

azimuth and length 1, beginning at the origin point

(0,0), were calculated [x = cos(A) and y = sin(A)].

The mean position of these coordinates was then

calculated across all specimens of each species. The

mean azimuth (or angular direction) from the origin

point (0,0) to this mean position was then calculated for

each species, and rescaled into a DOY value represent-

ing the mean date in which each species was collected

in flower. Angular deviations of each specimen’s

azimuth from its respective species’ mean azimuth

were then calculated, with the direction of angular

rotation being enforced as the direction of rotation that

requires the smallest angular change. The angular

difference of each specimen from its species-wide

mean was then rescaled into a measure of departure in

DOY (DDOY), with the direction of the difference (i.e.,
towards earlier or later DOY) being determined by the

direction of angular rotation. The DOY of collection for

each specimen was then be computed by addingDDOY
to its species-wide mean flowering DOY. Thus, a

specimen of a species with an overall mean collection

date of January 15th that was collected on December

23, 2007 would be converted to DOY = -8, while a

specimen of a species with an overall mean flowering

date of December 10th that was collected on January 5,

2006 would be converted to DOY = 370.

Identifying local climate regions

In order to evaluate phenological responses to spatial

versus inter-annual variation in climate using herbar-

ium specimens, it was first necessary to identify local

areas of climatic similarity within which the mean

flowering time for each species can be estimated.

While previous studies have used county of origin for

this purpose (Park 2014; Park and Schwartz 2015),

counties differ arbitrarily in size and topography, and

each county may represent multiple climates and

habitats, limiting the accuracy of resulting phenolog-

ical estimates. Thus, we divided the continental U.S.

into local contiguous regions of climate and topo-

graphic similarity (hereafter referred to as local

climate regions or LCRs) that exhibit\2 �C variation

in the mean temperature of the coldest month (TMIN),

less than 2 cm variation in total annual PPT, and less

than 400 m difference in elevation (based on 4 km,

1981–2013 PRISM climate normals and 4 km PRISM

elevation data). In order to ensure that these climate

regions remained local in extent and represented areas
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of similar day length, no single polygon was allowed

to extend beyond 1� latitude or longitude. Each

herbarium specimen was assigned to the local climate

region from which it was collected for the purposes of

calculating species-specific spatial and inter-annual

phenological variation. The resulting local climate

regions spanned from 33�N to 48�N Latitude, and

exhibited mean temperatures of the coldest month that

ranged from -4.6 to 14.6 �C, with total annual

precipitation ranging from 7.9 to 130.0 cm/year.

Annual mean flowering time

Annual estimates of mean flowering DOY for each

species within each local climate region were calcu-

lated by averaging the corrected estimates of DOY of

collection. To ensure that annual species-level esti-

mates of flowering time were not derived solely from a

single observation, only estimates of flowering time

within each local climate region and year derived from

at least three samples were included for analysis.

Local mean flowering time

In order to create estimates of local phenological

timing across multiple years, the mean timing for each

species within a given local climate region was then

calculated as the mean of all annual estimates of that

species’ timing within that local climate region. Only

species that were represented by at least 10 years of

data within a given local climate region were consid-

ered sufficiently documented to produce reliable long-

term phenological estimates. Therefore, species that

were represented by fewer than 10 years of data were

excluded from all subsequent analysis. In order to

ensure a sufficient diversity within each local climate

region to represent the local flora, all data from local

climate regions that included fewer than 100 species

were also excluded. After eliminating all locations that

failed to meet these requirements, the remaining

dataset spanned 152 local climate regions distributed

throughout the western United States (Fig. 1).

Bloom season onset and termination

Within each local climate region, the date of bloom

season onset was then calculated as the date by which

the earliest 5 % of species detected in each local climate

region had been observed in flower. Conversely, the

date of bloom season termination was estimated as the

date by which all but the latest 5 % of species had been

observed in flower.

Temperature, precipitation, and SI-x data

As the timing of bloom season onset and termination

varied considerably throughout the study area (Fig. 2),

season-specific metrics such as spring, summer, or

autumn temperature were not considered appropriate

for this study. Instead, estimates of mean temperature

of the coldest month were derived from 1981 to 2010

PRISM climate normals (PRISM Climate Group

2011). SI-x bloom estimates were calculated using

the newly developed 1� resolution gridded SI-x Data

Product that was also derived from 1981 to 2010

climate data (Schwartz et al. 2013; Ault et al. 2015).

These SI models were developed using phenological

data that now reside and are available through the

National Phenology Database at the USA National

Phenology Network. Mean temperature of the coldest

month, total annual precipitation, and SI-x bloom

timing were then calculated across all raster cells

within each local climate region to produce estimates

of local climate conditions (Figs. 3, 4, 5).

Fig. 1 Study area and location. Study area is indicated by black

rectangle
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Land surface phenology data

Land surface phenology metrics were derived from

1 km resolution start of season (SOS) and end of

season (EOS) metrics developed by the USGS EROS

center from NDVI values produced using 7-day

composites of AVHRR satellite data (Eidenshink

2006) (http://phenology.cr.usgs.gov/). This data was

Fig. 2 Mean dates of

bloom season onset (a) and
termination (b), and mean

bloom season duration

(c) within each local climate

region as derived from

herbarium records
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smoothed using a temporal least squares approach in

order to eliminate the effects of anomalously low

NDVI values (Swets et al. 1999). Dates of SOS and

EOS were calculated using a delayed moving average

(DMA) method, in which SOS and EOS were identi-

fied as the dates on which smoothed NDVI estimates

first exceeded (SOS) or were exceeded by (EOS) the

delayed moving average corresponding to previous 18

Fig. 3 Mean temperature

of the coldest month (a),
mean annual precipitation

(b), and mean elevation

above sea level within each

local climate region (c).
Climate data was derived

from 1981 to 2010 PRISM

climate normals. Mean

elevation within each local

climate region was derived

from 4 km PRISM elevation

data
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available AVHRR images (Reed et al. 1994; Schwartz

et al. 2002; White et al. 2009). Negative SOS values

indicate cases where NDVI exceeded the DMA

beginning in the previous year, and in which NDVI

remained above the DMA until after the January 1st.

Estimates of SOS within each local climate region

were developed by averaging the annual estimates of

SOS timing of all raster pixels that fell within each

local climate region across the years 1989–2014

(representing the current duration of the data product)

using zonal statistics in ArcGIS.

Statistical analysis

The relationships between the timing of herbarium-

derived estimates of bloom season phenology and the

vegetative growing season (as measured by a selected

land surface phenology metric), as well as the

relationships between bloom season phenology and

SI-x phenoclimate metrics, were evaluated using linear

regression analysis. Multiple linear regression analysis

was also used to evaluate the relationship between the

timing of the bloom season, local climate (as measured

by mean temperature of the coldest month, and total

annual precipitation), and latitude throughout the study

region. Explanatory variables were selected using

stepwise regression with thresholds of p B 0.05 for

parameter addition, and p\ 0.10 for parameter

removal. In order to determine whether the residuals

of each regression were normally distributed, both

Kolmogorov–Smirnov and Shapiro-Wilkes statistics

were calculated for each regression. All analyses were

conducted using SPSS statistical software.

Results

Local differences in mean temperature of the coldest

month explained 74 % of observed variation in the

timing of bloom season onset, which advanced by

8.9 days per �C increase in mean temperature of the

coldest month (Fig. 6a; Table 1). Differences in total

annual precipitation explained a further 4 % of

observed variation, while latitude explained only a

further 2 % of observed variation (Table 1). No

deviations from a normal distribution were detected

among the residuals of this analysis based on either

Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS = 0.06, df = 151,

p = 0.20) or Shapiro Wilkes (SW = 0.98, df = 151,

p = 0.10) analysis. However, neither mean tempera-

ture of the coldest month, total annual precipitation,

nor latitude were significantly correlated to the timing

of bloom season termination (p C 0.15 in all cases).

SI-x estimates of bloom timing successfully

explained 64 % of observed variation in the timing of

bloom season onset (Fig. 7). However, while correla-

tion between SI-x bloom timing and bloom season onset

was moderate, the twometrics exhibited similar rates of

change along temperature gradients, as the onset of the

bloom season advanced 1.1 days on average per day

advance in SI-x bloom timing (Fig. 7). No deviations

from a normal distribution were detected among the

residuals of this analysis based on either Kolmogorov–

Smirnov (KS = 0.04, df = 151, p = 0.20) or Shapiro

Wilkes (SW = 0.99, df = 151, p = 0.61) analysis.

Changes in the timing of the vegetative growing

season (as derived from land surface phenology

Fig. 4 Mean estimated SI-x Bloom timing within each local

climate region
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metrics), however, explained only 50 % of observed

variation in the timing of bloom season onset

(Fig. 8a). Additionally, deviations from a normal

distribution were detected among the residuals of this

analysis based on both Kolmogorov–Smirnov

(KS = 0.15, df = 150, p\ 0.01) and Shapiro Wilkes

(SW = 0.81, df = 150, p\ 0.01) analyses. These

deviations from normally distributed residuals

appeared to the result of reduced predictive ability

among climate regions with exceedingly early land-

surface greenup, as linear regression analysis that was

limited to climate regions with land-surface greenup

after day 100 produced normally distributed residuals

(KS = 0.10, df = 74, p = 0.20, and SW = 0.98,

Fig. 5 Mean dates of land-

surface greenup (a) and
greendown (b) within each

local climate region. These

metrics were derived from

from 1 km resolution start of

season (SOS) and end of

season (EOS) metrics

developed by the USGS

EROS center from NDVI

values of AVHRR satellite

from 1989 through 2014

Fig. 6 Timing of bloom season onset (a) and termination

(b) versusmean temperature of the coldestmonth.Dots represent

the observed dates of bloom season onset (a) or termination

(b) and mean temperature of the coldest month within each local

climate region. Dashed lines represent significant linear

responses to differences in mean temperature of the coldest

month. Regression parameters were: (A) R2 = 0.76, Slo-

pe = -8.9 days/�C, Intercept = 117.0, p\ 0.01, and

(B) R2\ 0.01, Slope = -0.01 days/�C, Intercept = 1.2,

p = 0.55. Degrees of freedom were equal to 151 in both cases
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df = 74, p = 0.25). While land-surface estimates of

vegetative greenup exhibited broadly similar relation-

ships to temperature and precipitation as were exhib-

ited by estimates of bloom season onset, these

relationships were slightly weaker (Table 2), and also

exhibited a non-normal distribution of residuals

(KS = 0.130, df = 50, p[ 0.01, and SW = 0.925,

df = 150, p[ 0.01) due to reduced predictive capac-

ity among the earliest climate regions, which exhibited

the earliest land surface greenup. No significant

relationship was detected between land surface phe-

nological estimates of the termination of the vegeta-

tive growing season and herbarium-derived estimates

of bloom season termination (Fig. 8b).

Discussion

This study demonstrates that mean temperature of the

coldest month is capable of explaining the majority of

variation in the timing of bloom season onset

throughout the western United States. Further, it

appears that the bloom season consistently begins after

land surface greenup (Fig. 8). The bloom season also

appears to exhibit stronger shifts towards earlier onset

among warmer regions, and weaker shifts towards later

termination among colder regions than were observed

in the timing of land surface greenup phenology. While

the onset of the bloom season exhibited a stronger

relationship to local temperatures than to local greenup,

the timing of bloom season termination exhibited no

correlation to vegetative greendown whatsoever.

Additionally, the fact that the timing of the bloom

season retains a linear relationship to temperature and

precipitation throughout the study area (which

included sites with mean temperatures of the coldest

month in excess of 14 �C and mean annual precipi-

tation as low as 7.9 cm) indicates that temperature

retains a similar relationship to bloom phenology even

among flora adapted to extremely hot and arid

locations. In contrast, the land-surface phenological

metrics utilized in this study exhibited reduced

predictive capacity among the warmest sites, which

may due either to a fundamentally nonlinear relation-

ship to climate parameters, or to difficulties in

accurately identifying the timing of land surface

phenological changes due to reduced NDVI among

the desert environments which typified the warmest,

southernmost sites. While a comprehensive review of

all major land-surface products is beyond the scope of

this work, it should also be noted that many commonly

used methods for calculating land surface phenology

exhibit only moderate correlation to each other (White

et al. 2009). As land surface phenology phenology

metrics are based on satellite-based imagery that is

most sensitive to species in the plant canopy, the

timing of leaf development and senescence by under-

canopy species or species that represent only a small

portion of the groundcover may be overlooked by the

satellite-based metrics of land surface phenology.

Further, land surface phenology methods have not

typically been used to evaluate the timing of the bloom

Table 1 Relationship of bloom season onset to climate parameters within each local climate region

Explanatory factor Fitted parameter coefficient Cumulative R2 df p

Mean temp. of coldest month -6.28 days/�C 0.76 150 \0.01

PPT 2.4 days/cm 0.78 150 \0.01

Latitude 0.01 days/� latitude 0.79 150 \0.01

Fig. 7 Timing of bloom season onset versus local SI-x bloom

timing estimates. Dots represent the observed dates of bloom

season onset and SI-x bloom timing within each local climate

region. Dashed lines represent significant linear relationships

between timing of bloom season onset and SI-x bloom

estimates. Regression parameters were: R2 = 0.64,

Slope = 1.1, Intercept = -6.1, p\ 0.01, df = 151
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season or of flowering, as bloom phenology typically

exhibits too weak a spectral signature to be distin-

guished from leaf cover, and the blooms of under-

canopy species are often obscured canopy species.

Land surface phenology metrics are also based on

satellite-based imagery that is most sensitive to

canopy species. Thus, the timing of leaf development

and senescence by undercanopy species or species that

represent only a small portion of the groundcover may

be overlooked by the satellite-based metrics of land

surface phenology.

Relationship of the bloom season to mean

temperature of the coldest month and SI-x

Both mean temperature of the coldest month and SI-x

bloom estimates were capable of explaining the major-

ity of variation in bloom season onset (R2 C 0.64 in

both cases, Figs. 6, 7).The fact thatmean temperature of

the coldest month wasmore closely correlated to bloom

season onset than were SI-x bloom estimates, however,

implies that sophisticated phenoclimatemetricsmay not

be required to predict regional differences in the bloom

season.

While mean temperature of the coldest months

explained the majority of observed variation in the

timing of bloom season onset, the timing of the end of

the bloom season exhibited no significant correlation

to either temperature of total annual precipitation. This

finding supports previous studies indicating that

species which flower late in the growing season

typically exhibit reduced (Fitter et al. 1995; Gordo and

Sanz 2005; Sparks et al. 2011; Cook et al. 2012; Park

2014; Park and Schwartz 2015) and less consistent

(Wolkovich et al. 2012) responses to changing climate

stimuli than are found among co-occurring species

that flower early in the growing season.

It should also be emphasized that this study

evaluated only differences in the timing of bloom

season onset among differing local flora, and not the

responses of the species that constitute each local flora

to interannual changes in climate conditions. Previous

work has documented that a combination of both the

intraspecific responses of individual species to

Fig. 8 Timing of bloom season onset (a) and termination

(b) versus timing of land surface estimates of vegetative greenup

(a) and greendown (b). Dots represent the observed dates of

bloom season onset (a) or termination (b) and corresponding

dates of vegetative greenup (a) and greendown (b) within each

local climate region. Regression parameters were:

(A) R2 = 0.50, Slope = 0.76, Intercept = 81.8, p\ 0.01, and

(B) R2 = 0.01, Slope = -0.13 days/�C, Intercept = 360.0,

p = 0.26. Dashed lines represent significant linear responses

to differences in mean temperature of the coldest month.

Degrees of freedom were equal to 151 in both cases

Table 2 Relationship of land surface greenup to climate parameters within each local climate region

Explanatory factor Fitted parameter coefficient Cumulative R2 df p

Mean temp. of coldest month -4.7 days/�C 0.55 149 \0.01

PPT 2.9 days/cm 0.60 149 \0.01
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differing climate conditions and the effects of changes

in the composition of local flora contribute to differ-

ences in bloom phenology across flora that inhabit

distinct locations or climate zones (Craine et al. 2012;

Park 2014). However, it is unlikely that the compo-

sition of each local flora will change drastically in

response to each year’s climate variations. Therefore,

it is likely that interannual changes in the timing of the

bloom season within a given location will be domi-

nated by intraspecific phenological responses (at least

over short timescales), and may therefore respond

differently than would be predicted solely from

observation of long-term differences in the timing of

the bloom season among potentially dissimilar flora

that inhabit areas with differing local climates. Previ-

ous studies at landscape (Craine et al. 2012) to

regional (Park 2014) scales have already indicated that

changes in species composition among local flora

result in phenological shifts that occur at different

rates than would be predicted from species-specific

phenological responses to interannual climate varia-

tions of similar magnitude.

Thus, the responses of the bloom season to

interannual climate variations may differ from the

observed responses that occur among local plant

communities. The responsiveness of local plant com-

munities to interannual climate variations may also

differ significantly across communities composed of

distinct flora and thus may correspond more closely to

variations in the timing of the vegetative growing

season or to SI-x bloom estimates. Previous studies

examining the roles of intraspecific responses and

differences in local composition on the responsiveness

of early-, mid-, and late-flowering portions of the plant

community found that mean intraspecific responses

among early-flowering species outpaced overall

observed responsiveness by the early-flowering por-

tion of each local flora to differences in local climate

across different plant communities by a similar margin

(Park 2014).

Conclusions

This study clearly shows that the timing of the bloom

season exhibits a distinct pattern of variation than was

observed in land surface phenology of the vegetative

growing season, and represents a new approach to

evaluating bloom phenology across ecosystems,

regions, and compositionally distinct flora. Further, it

appears that simple estimates of mean temperature of

the coldest month are sufficient to explain the majority

of variation in the bloom season in temperate climates,

and that the bloom season exhibits similar rates of

change aswere predicted by SI-x phenoclimatemetrics.

As additional phenological data becomes available

through the digitization efforts of additional herbaria

and the development of spatially extensive citizen

science observation networks such as Project Budburst

(budburst.org) and the Nature’s Notebook program

(www.usanpn.org/natures_notebook), it will likely be

possible to evaluate the timing of the bloom seasonwith

increased spatial and temporal resolution. The resulting

increases in spatial coverage, density, duration, and

taxonomic diversity of phenological data will also

facilitate modeling of interannual variations in the

bloom season within local flora, as well as highly tar-

geted assessments of phenologically related functions

such as the timing and duration of food resource avail-

ability for specific pollinators, based on the flowering

phenology of only those species utilized by specific

pollenivorous or nectarivorous species of interest.

However, these preliminary results are sufficient to

indicate that the seasonal timing of bloom availability,

and the corresponding availability of floral resources

such as pollen and nectar, are closely tied to local tem-

perature and may differ from land surface estimates of

vegetative phenology. This work represents a critical

first step towards evaluating reproductive phenology not

only as a species-level process, but as a key function of

the landscape that has implications not only for bloom

competition among plant species, but for the multitude

of animal taxa that are impacted by variations in the

seasonal availability of floral resources.
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